•! To!encourage!more!competition!in!the!video!market,!the!FCC!must!loosen!its!tight!grip!on! the! economics! and! business! models! of! existing! regulated! providers.! ! Instead,! the! agency! seems! determined! to! double! down! on! past! failures.! ! A! closelyIrelated! proceeding,! for! example,!will!reclassify!many!overItheItop!video!services!as!regulated!providers,!subject!to! all!the!old!rules-and,!now,!the!new!setItop!box!mandate.! ! •! This!latest!rulemaking,!in!any!case,!has!little!or!nothing!to!do!with!imagined!overcharging! for!setItop!box!rentals.!!At!least!one!commentator!believes!the!madeIup!pricing!data!is!a! "decoy."!The!real!goal!of!the!new!technical!mandate!is!to!unbundle!video!programming!to! provide!unearned!competitive!advantage!to!favored!special!interests.!! ! •! Contrary! to! FCC! Chairman! Tom! Wheeler's! rhetoric! of! a! quick! and! simple! fix,! the! actual! rulemaking!reveals!paradoxical,!selfIdefeating!principles!for!development!and!deployment! of!a!new!governmentImandated!setItop!box!that!cannot!yield!a!workable!standard!in!the! timeframe!required,!if!ever.!!! ! •! Because! the! agency! cannot! force! unregulated! users! of! the! newlyIreleased! "Information! Flows"!to!abide!by!strict!privacy!rules!that!apply!to!regulated!Pay!TV!providers,!the!agency's! awkward! solution! is! to! deputize! the! regulated! providers! to! "certify"! unregulated! users! of! consumer! data! and! enforce! vague! "public! interest"! principles! against! them.! ! This! may! be! the!best!solution!given!the!limits!of!the!FCC's!legal!authority,!but!it!will!not!make!the!setI top!box!market!more!competitive.!!If!anything,!it!will!have!the!opposite!effect.! ! •! The! net! result! of! the! FCC's! rulemaking! will! be! to! distract! regulated! and! unregulated! providers!alike!from!the!real!work!of!eliminating!the!need!for!any!setItop!box!with!a!messy,! costly,! and! contentious! fight! over! new! standards! for! a! device! that! will! cost! billions! to! develop! and! deploy,! which! no! one! will! want! or! need! by! the! time! it! arrives! but! which! everyone!will!have!to!buy.!!No!consumer!will!ever!save!a!cent!from!this!proposal,!let!alone! the!hundreds!of!dollars!a!year!the!agency!is!promising.!! ! 1!
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Over! the! last! twenty! years,! the! humble! Pay! TV! setItop! box! has! gone! through! dramatic! transformations,! from! a! simple! signal! converter! to! a! digital! security! gateway! and,! more! recently,! to! a! networked! digital! video! recorder! with! sufficient! local! and! cloud! storage! and! duplicate!tuners!to!simultaneously!record!and!store!hours!of!highIdefinition!content. The!content!revolution,!however,!extends!far!beyond!the!setItop!box.!!Consumers!increasingly! enjoy! video-scripted,! amateur,! and! otherwiseIIon! an! expanding! range! of! alternative! platforms,!including!from!Netflix,!Hulu,!YouTube,!Apple!and!Amazon,!on!game!consoles,!smart! TVs,! and! on! computers,! tablets! and! smartphones,! using! hundreds! of! video! apps! from! new! content! and! service! providers! large! and! small.! Even! premium! content,! according! to! a! recent! research! report,! "is! not! dominated! by! one! player,! but! rather,! the! majority! of! the! content! is! available!from!at!least!five!sources.
Many! of! the! new! entrants! produce! their! own! content! or! host! consumerIproduced! programming,!much!of!it!awardIwinning!and!viewed!by!millions!of!users. 
